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The Dinosaur Hunters Apr 14 2021 The story of two nineteenth-century scientists who revealed one of the most significant and exciting events in the natural history of this planet: the
existence of dinosaurs.
The Girl and the Dinosaur Aug 31 2022 A masterpiece of storytelling with evocative and stunning illustrations, destined to be read for years to come'Superb watercolour illustrations by Sarah
Massini and a lively rhyming narrative all contribute to making this a classic book for keeps' Irish ExaminerThe wishing stars burn bright tonight, the air is thick with dreams,And a deeply
sleeping dinosaur is waking up, it seems . . . In a town by the seaside, Marianne is often seen foraging on the beach. But she isn't playing with children her own age. Instead Marianne is
alone, and digging for dinosaur bones to build a special sort of companion. Then, one night, she goes to sleep wishing with all her heart that her dinosaur might come to life . . . A very rare
and special book where the words and pictures take you on a magical journey far beyond the page.
Jacob Two-Two and the Dinosaur Oct 28 2019 When his parents bring a little green lizard home from their vacation in Kenya, Jacob Two-Two is thrilled. But as the days pass, he realizes
that Dippy isn't just an ordinary lizard at all. In fact, it becomes obvious to Jacob that Dippy's not so little either. As Dippy grows bigger and bigger, he begins to attract some very big attention
from some very important people. Before Jacob realizes, he is on the run from the entire government of Canada - and with a full-grown dinosaur
The Girl and the Dinosaur Nov 02 2022 This evocative, beautifully illustrated picture book celebrates one girl's limitless imagination, perfect for fans of the Fan Brothers. Anything is possible
and nothing's as it seems . . . In a town by the seaside, Marianne is often seen digging for buried treasure on the beach. One day, she finds the most wonderful treasure of all--a dinosaur
skeleton! That night, Marianne makes a wish upon a star that her dinosaur will come to life. She wishes it with all her heart--and it comes true. Together, Marianne's adventures with her new
friend are limited only by their imagination. This enchanting picture book will take you on a magical journey far beyond the page.
Arlo, Mrs. Ogg, and the Dinosaur Zoo Nov 09 2020 Things aren't looking good for Class X. With another teacher running away screaming (literally), Arlo wonders how long the new substitute
teacher will survive. When Mrs. Ogg takes the class to the zoo, Arlo realizes it's up to him to keep everyone in line. What Mrs. Ogg fails to mention is that this is no ordinary zoo . . .
The Dinosaur That Pooped the Past Jul 06 2020 Read along with Tom and Dougie as Danny and Dinosaur make history in their third adventure! When they accidently go back through
history on a time-travelling swing, Danny and Dinosaur meet some new dino friends. But soon there's a rumbling noise; it's a volcano about to erupt! Can Dinosaur save the day by pooping
them back to the future? Find out in this hysterical historical adventure from the creators of The Dinosaur That Pooped Christmas and The Dinosaur that Pooped a Planet.
The Dinosaur that Pooped a Princess! Jun 28 2022 Discover the pooptastic world of Dino and Danny, from star of BBC's Strictly Come Dancing, Tom Fletcher, and McFly bandmate Dougie
Poynter! Once upon a poop . . . Our fearless heroes are back! Danny and Dinosaur are convinced that a damsel in distress needs their help... the only problem is, they aren't sure where she
actually is. So they set off through Fairy Tale Land to track her down, but things don't go exactly to plan... Can Dinosaur make it through Fairy Tale Land without eating everything in sight?
And do all princesses really need to be rescued? Packed with prehistoric cheekiness, punchy girl power and, of course, lots and lots of poop!
Dino-Heroes (with Bonus Story Owen to the Rescue) Jul 26 2019 Welcome to LEGO JURASSIC WORLD! Discover your inner dino-hero with help from Owen Grady! Are you ready to learn
from the greatest dinosaur trainer of all time? Join Owen and the rest of the hang in this dinosaur-packed book! Includes an exciting bonus story, Owen to the Rescue!
Dino-Mike and the Dinosaur Cove Jun 16 2021 Mike Evans and his best friend, Shannon, pursue the dangerous Mr. Bones to Australia, where he has reanimated an Allosaurus and may be
seeking more complete dinosaur skeletons to bring to life--but they discover that actually he and his sister have a more profitable scheme in mind.
1, 2, 3 Do the Dinosaur Sep 07 2020
The Dinosaur That Pooped a Pirate May 16 2021 Yo ho ho! Danny and Dinosaur are sailing the high seas looking for treasure and adventure - but will the perils of Skull Island prove too
perilous for this very HANGRY dinosaur?
The Dinosaur Who Lived in My Backyard Aug 07 2020 "A young boy's wishful thinking becomes a smooth piece of nonfiction, charmingly packed with facts."--Publishers Weekly "An
appealing combination of fantasy and reality".--Kirkus Reviews A young boy imagines what it was like long ago when dinosaurs lived in his own backyard. The story combines the little boy's
charming imagination with early concepts of science and history to create a wonderful tale. The Dinosaur Who Lived in My Backyard is a great pick for classroom story time.
Harry and the Bucketful of Dinosaurs Nov 29 2019 Harry finds toy dinosaurs in the attic that come to life when he names each one.
The Dinosaur That Pooped a Little Library Sep 19 2021 These super-simple chunky mini books are designed specifically to introduce babies and toddlers to the best-selling The Dinosaur
That Pooped stories. Based on the original picture books stories, these little books have just a few words per page, colourful backgrounds and big pictures, they are quick to read but perfect
for little ones to enjoy. The titles included in the slipcase are Christmas Present!, Planet Poop!, In the Past! and Time for Bed! and each book follows the plot of the original books, but with
under ten words per book.
Danny and the Dinosaur Aug 19 2021 A little boy is surprised and pleased when one of the dinosaurs from the museum agrees to play with him.
Where's the Dinosaur? Mar 02 2020 With over 130 colossal creatures to spot across 17 scenes and fun facts to discover throughout, this roarsome, clawsome search-and-find adventure is
perfect for young dinosaur lovers. With bright, humorous cartoon illustrations and fascinating facts.
Assembling the Dinosaur Dec 11 2020 Lukas Rieppel shows how dinosaurs gripped the popular imagination and became emblems of America’s industrial power and economic prosperity
during the Gilded Age. Spectacular fossils were displayed in museums financed by North America’s wealthiest tycoons, to cement their reputation as both benefactors of science and fierce
capitalists.
Harry and the Dinosaurs at the Museum Sep 27 2019 When his family goes to a museum so that big sister Sam can research human ancestors, young Harry wanders off while playing with
his toy dinosaurs and becomes lost. But Gran knows just where to find him.
Act Normal - and Don't Tell Anyone about the Dinosaur in the Garden Oct 09 2020 “Act Normal!” - The top 3 bestselling series of children's chapter books for boys and girls. Funny, popular,
fast moving and exciting adventure books to read in any order. ***** The kids, girl 8 & boy 4, found it hilarious. Would recommend it ***** *****This is a really fun book for little children learning
to read… it will generate lots of questions***** Act Normal And Don't Tell Anyone About The Dinosaur In The Garden: Jenny's latest experiment has accidentally turned her chickens into
dinosaurs. Her brother, Adam thinks this is great. He decides to feed the same experiment to some ostriches at a local farm. This isn't going to end well, but Jenny is used to strange things
happening in her life, and thinks the best move is to just ACT NORMAL...
Harry and the Bucketful of Dinosaurs Nov 21 2021 Harry finds some old dinosaurs in his Grandma’s attic. He cleans them up and makes them his own, carefully (and accurately) naming
each one. Harry and his dinosaurs go everywhere together. But one day, after an exciting train ride, Harry accidentally leaves the dinosaurs on the train. Silly, charming illustrations
accompany this whimsical text of a child being a child.
The Dinosaur's Packed Lunch Jul 18 2021 On a school trip to the museum, everyone in the class has a packed lunch. Everyone except Dinah, until a friendly iguanadon decides to help.
Doctor Who and the Dinosaur Invasion Jan 30 2020 The Doctor and Sarah arrive in London to find it deserted. The city has been evacuated as prehistoric monsters appear in the streets.
While the Doctor works to discover who or what is bringing the dinosaurs to London, Sarah finds herself trapped on a spaceship that left Earth months ago travelling to a new world Against
the odds, the Doctor manages to trace the source of the dinosaurs. But will he and the Brigadier be in time to unmask the villains before Operation Golden Age changes the history of planet
Earth and wipes out the whole of human civilisation?
Mad Scientist Academy: The Dinosaur Disaster Apr 02 2020 Fans of Ada Twist, Scientist, will want to enroll in Dr. Cosmic's class of clever monsters at the Mad Scientist Academy as they
solve the greatest challenges in science in this perfect blend of adventure and exploration. Welcome to Mad Scientist Academy! The first day of school is always exciting, and Dr. Cosmic’s
new students can’t wait to get started. After their teacher reveals that their school pet, Oscar, is a dinosaur, they quickly realize Dr. Cosmic has an unusual teaching style. To find Oscar, the
class has to follow the clues through the realistic dinosaur exhibit Dr. Cosmic designed and built over the summer. But when a malfunction causes the robotic dinosaurs to come alive, this
prehistoric exhibit feels a little too real! “Dr. Cosmic is plainly a colleague of Ms. Frizzle, and the mix of pithy banter, tumultuous field-trip mishaps, and science fact is as familiar as it is
winning. Fans of the Frizz will be dino-delighted. Mad fun.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred “Like Joanna Cole and Bruce Degen’s ‘Magic School Bus’ series (Scholastic), the use of a school
setting, a quirky teacher, and wild hands-on learning situations provides an engaging blend of humor, adventure, and information.” —School Library Journal “One of Summer’s Must-Read
Children’s Books.” —Bookish.com Kids’ Indie Next List
Danny and the Dinosaur and Friends: Level One Box Set Jun 04 2020 Featuring Danny and the Dinosaur and seven other most beloved I Can Read characters together, this collection of
favorite easy-to-read I Can Read stories is full of familiar faces—and comes with a free poster starring our most popular characters! This Level One slipcase is perfect for children learning to
sound out words and sentences. The collection includes the following eight new and classic Level One I Can Read books: Danny and the Dinosaur, Amelia Bedelia Makes a Friend, The
Berenstain Bears and the Shaggy Little Pony, Charlie the Ranch Dog: Charlie’s New Friend, Dixie, Fancy Nancy and the Too-Loose Tooth, Penny and Her Song, and Splat the Cat and the
Duck with No Quack. Level One I Can Read books are perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
Dad and the Dinosaur Apr 26 2022 A heartwarming father-son story about bravery and facing fears. Nicholas was afraid of the dark outside his door, the bushes where the giant bugs live,
and the underside of manhole covers. His dad was not afraid of anything. Nicholas wants to be as brave as his dad, but he needs help. That’s why he needs a dinosaur. After all, dinosaurs
like the dark, bugs are nothing to them, and they eat manhole covers for lunch (and everything under them for dinner). With his toy dinosaur, Nicholas can scale tall walls, swim in deep water,
even score a goal against the huge goalie everyone calls Gorilla. But when the dinosaur goes missing, everything is scary again. Luckily, his dad knows that even the bravest people can get
scared, and it’s okay to ask for help facing your fears. It’s just guy stuff. A family classic in the making from the dream team of Newbery Honor-winner Gennifer Choldenko and Caldecott

Medal-winner Dan Santat. ★ "[Choldenko's] knowing, understated storytelling and Santat’s warm, expressive spreads give full credence to the fears that weigh on kids, as well as the
presences—both real and imagined—that can help alleviate them."—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Peppa Pig: George and the Dinosaur Jan 24 2022 George's favourite thing in the entire world is DINOSAURS! All George and his friends want to do is play with dinosaurs. So, when Mummy
Pig and Miss Rabbit take them to hunt for dinosaur fossils at the beach they know it's going to be the best day ever! But no one expects George to find an entire dinosaur hidden in the rocksGeorge is a proper dinosaur expert!
The Butterfly and the Dinosaur Jun 24 2019 Dino, the last dinosaur left on earth, had sadly accepted the fact that he would spend the rest of his life alone. Just when he was about to give up
on ever having a best friend, his life is changed forever when he meets a beautiful butterfly named Mishy. They become the very best of friends and pledge to be side by side forever. But
when the friendship begins to sour, Dino realizes that he must sacrifice his own happiness for the happiness of Mishy. "The Butterfly and The Dinosaur" teaches children and adults about the
power of friendship, unconditional love and being unselfish. Will there be a happy ending? You'll have to buy the book and peek inside.
The Dinosaur That Pooped a Rainbow! Oct 21 2021 Danny and Dinosaur spot a rainbow in the sky. Join them as they learn about the colours they can see.
The Dinosaur's Diary Mar 26 2022 Surviving and finding a safe place to lay her eggs is difficult for Hypsilophodon with dinosaurs like Tyrannosaurus Rex around. When she falls into a
mysterious pool and finds herself on a modern farm there are still problems. Finally she finds a safe place to hatch her babies, but how can she keep thirteen baby dinosaurs safe and secret?
When the farmer catches one - Hector - and plans to take him to the vet, it's up to Hypsilophodon and her fiesty daughter, Henrietta, to get him back. After adaring rescue, Hypsilophodon
takes all her youngsters back through the mysterious pool to her own world.
Harry and the Dinosaurs and the Bucketful of Stories May 04 2020 Meet Harry and his bucketful of dinosaurs. Harry doesn't go anywhere without his beloved dinosaurs in their special
bucket and since he found them they've had lots of fun together. Here are Harry's first five adventures, including stories about the first time Harry met his dinosaurs, their daring trip into the
scary swamp and how brave they all are when they visit the dentist.
Danny and the Dinosaur 50th Anniversary Box Set Feb 10 2021 Danny loves dinosaurs. When he sees one at the museun and says, "It would be nice to play with a dinosaur," a voice
answers, "And I think it would be nice to play with you." So begins Dannys and the dinosaur's wonderful adventure together! But a dinosaur is no ordinary playmate. Even the most everyday
activities become extraordinary, like finding a big-enough place to hide a dinosaur in a game of hide-and-seek, and keeping him from knocking over houses with his long tail. But Danny can
teach a old dinosaur new tricks. It's the most fun this dinosaur has had in a hundred million years! Originally published as An I Can Read Book over 40 years ago, this classic story is perfect
for reading together. Danny's out on the town with a real live dinosaur. And whether they're eating ice cream or playing hide-and-seek, these two are having one hundred million years of
fun--all in one day. Outstanding Children's Books of 1958 (NYT)
Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs Dec 31 2019 Giles Andreae and Russell Ayto's super-fun Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs Flinn is at school looking in the art cupboard for
some coloured pens to finish off his dinosaur drawing when he stumbles upon Captain Stubble, a real live Pirate Captain! He tells Flinn that his ship, the Acorn, has been stolen and that he
needs Flinn to help him rescue it back. Stubble makes Flinn the captain and they sail away on an old pirate ship...they finally find the Acorn but, to their horror, realise it's been stolen by
PIRATE DINOSAURS! Captain Flinn and his crew attack the dinosaurs and, after much fighting, seize control of the ship once more. Flinn and his friends then sail back to the harbour
clambering through the boatshed door and back into the art cupboard without the teacher even noticing they've been gone! Giles Andreae is an award-winning children's author and has
written both fiction titles and best-selling picture books. His picture book, The Lion Who Wanted to Dance, won The Federation of Children's Book Award in the best picture book category in
1998. However, he is probably most famous as the creator of the phenomenally successful Purple Ronnie, Britain's favourite stickman. Giles lives in Notting Hill with his wife and three young
children. Russell has illustrated books by prolific children's authors such as Ian Whybrow and Cressida Cowell. The Witch's Children was shortlisted for the Greenaway last year and this year
The Witch's Children and the Queen is on the Smarties shortlist. Russell lives in Penzance, Cornwall. Don't miss the other Captain Flinn picture books - they're all rip-roaring fun! Captain
Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs; Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs: Missing Treasure!; Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs: Smugglers Bay!; Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs:
The Magic Cutlass And Giles Andreae's brilliant book with illustrator Korky Paul: Sir Scallywag and the Golden Underpants
The Dinosaur that Pooped a Planet! Dec 23 2021 A boy goes into space with a hungry dinosaur that eats everything in sight, including their space rocket.
Thomas and the Dinosaur (Thomas & Friends) Jan 12 2021 Thomas the Tank Engine and his friend Percy are startled—and scared—to see a dinosaur in the forest! Train-l and dinosaurobsessed boys ages 3 to 7 will get a double thrill from this Thomas & Friends Little Golden Book.
Dad and the Dinosaur May 28 2022 A heartwarming father-son story about bravery and facing fears. Nicholas was afraid of the dark outside his door, the bushes where the giant bugs live,
and the underside of manhole covers. His dad was not afraid of anything. Nicholas wants to be as brave as his dad, but he needs help. That’s why he needs a dinosaur. After all, dinosaurs
like the dark, bugs are nothing to them, and they eat manhole covers for lunch (and everything under them for dinner). With his toy dinosaur, Nicholas can scale tall walls, swim in deep water,
even score a goal against the huge goalie everyone calls Gorilla. But when the dinosaur goes missing, everything is scary again. Luckily, his dad knows that even the bravest people can get
scared, and it’s okay to ask for help facing your fears. It’s just guy stuff. A family classic in the making from the dream team of Newbery Honor-winner Gennifer Choldenko and Caldecott
Medal-winner Dan Santat. ★ "[Choldenko's] knowing, understated storytelling and Santat’s warm, expressive spreads give full credence to the fears that weigh on kids, as well as the
presences—both real and imagined—that can help alleviate them."—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
The Dinosaur That Pooped Halloween! Aug 26 2019 Join Danny and Dino for a POOPTASTIC Halloween - the first story in a brand new lift-the-flap series! Danny and Dino had been trick-ortreating, and now they were full of the sweets they'd been eating. They'd eaten a lot, but they still wanted more... "Come on!" said Danny, "Let's try one last door!" On a quest for more
halloween sweets, Danny and Dino accidentally stumble into a haunted house. Soon, they're surrounded by all kinds of spooks - witches, ghosts, and vampires galore! Can Dino's quick
thinking and rumbly tummy save the day? This new series is the perfect introduction to the world of Danny and Dino, featuring four large lift-the-flaps which uncover a whole host of hidden
surprises! The poop-filled adventure is written by bestselling author duo Tom Fletcher and Dougie Poynter, and brought to life by the preposterously talented Garry Parsons. More
POOPTASTIC adventures- The Dinosaur that Pooped Christmas! The Dinosaur that Pooped a Planet! The Dinosaur that Pooped the Past! The Dinosaur that Pooped the Bed! The Dinosaur
that Pooped a Princess! The Dinosaur that Pooped a Pirate! For younger readers- The Dinosaur that Pooped a Rainbow! (A Colours Book) The Dinosaur that Pooped Daddy! (A Numbers
Book)
Gumdrop and the Dinosaur Feb 22 2022 When Mr Oldcastle accidently turns Gumdrop into a time machine after a trip to the museum with his grandson Dan, they are whisked back in time
to the land of the dinosaurs. They soon make lots of new friends, but when a ferocious Tyrranosaurus Rex appears, it's up to Gumdrop to save the day. Collect all of Gumdrop's adventures
SECRET SWITCHES ALL AT SEA ELEPHANT The real Gumdrop is the author, Val Biro's own car and is the hero of these exciting and magical adventure stories!
Danny and the Dinosaur: Big Reading Collection Jul 30 2022 Danny and his best buddy, the dinosaur, always embark on dinosaur-size adventures when they are together! This five-book
box set with handle and Velcro closure is the perfect starter library for a young reader on the go. This collection by beloved author and illustrator Syd Hoff includes the best-loved paperback
classics Danny and the Dinosaur; Happy Birthday, Danny and the Dinosaur!; Danny and the Dinosaur Go to Camp, Danny and the Dinosaur: Too Tall; and Danny and the Dinosaur and the
New Puppy.
Christmas! Mar 14 2021 This rip-ROARing romp of a Christmas story features a boy, one very hungry dinosaur and lots of POO!!!! Danny wants everything for Christmas. But what he gets is
a dinosaur, a very hungry dinosaur. Danny's new dino eats up all of Christmas, but as we all know, what goes in must come out. Danny is about to have the most EXPLOSIVE Christmas of
his life! There's poop, presents and prehistoric creatures in this festive feast!
Danny and the Dinosaur: School Days Oct 01 2022 Why don’t dinosaurs go to school? In Danny and the Dinosaur: School Days, the dinosaur gets curious and follows his friend Danny to
school! But Danny’s buddy is too big to ride the school bus, and school lunch isn’t quite right for a dinosaur... So, he decides to do school his own way—dino style—and it turns out to be the
best class ever! Readers first fell in love with Danny and his prehistoric pal in the I Can Read classic Danny and the Dinosaur, created by Syd Hoff in 1958. Now the popular pair is together
again in this hilarious school-day adventure sure to win over a new generation of beginning readers. Danny and the Dinosaur: School Days is a Level One I Can Read, which means it’s
perfect for children learning to sound out words and sentences.
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